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Stellingen 

 

 

A staging system based on cumulative risk factors is currently the most accurate for cutaneous 

squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck, however the need for models with a higher 

predictive value remains.  

 - This thesis 

 

Unfavorable tumor characteristics and outcome in elderly patients with cutaneous squamous cell 

carcinoma of the head and neck can be caused by a combination of multiple factors such as immune 

senescence, inefficient DNA repair and diagnostic delay.  

 - This thesis 

 

Age-specific risk factors for disease progression might  better guide treatment and follow-up than 

existing staging systems, and could be implemented by the development of risk prediction tools. 

 - This thesis 

 

Frailty screening in patients with cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck can help 

patients and physicians in the decision making process by assessing capabilities and deficiencies in 

functioning. Current screening tools are too time consuming for use during the doctor’s visit.  

 - This thesis 

 

Elderly patients with cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck only need adjusted 

treatment schedules if the gold standard will impair the quality of life more than alternative 

treatment or the disease itself.  

 - This thesis 

 

Despite the development of novel therapeutic options for metastatic cutaneous squamous cell 

carcinoma of the head and neck, an unmet need remains for organ transplant recipients, patients 

with a suboptimal performance score, and tumors that are not responsive to immune checkpoint 

inhibitors. 

 - This thesis 

 

Age is an issue of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it doesn’t matter. 

 - Mark Twain 

 

Most people say that it is the intellect which makes a great scientist. They are wrong: it is character. 

- Albert Einstein 

 

Öllied oeleu oe wa in? 

 - Twents gezegde 


